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ABSTRACT

Previous investigators have extensively studied the problem

of interface resistance for two plane surfaces in contact fron a vatieff

of points of view. An attenpt is made in the present investigation to

study the thermal contact resistance of an alunim¡n-stainless steel

con¡ourid, cylinder. 'Because no other work of this type has been done, '

two plane-contact interface lnodels - Shlykov and Ganin model and

Modified Ross and Stoute model were employed to compare with the measure-

ments. Experimental evidence showed that the thermal contact resistance

for a rylindrical interface is lower than that for the plane-contact

interface. Physical interface nodels which explain the phenomenon are

presented
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G{APTER 1

ÏNTRODUCTION

Present day heat transfer problems between netallic members

in contact are currently of great interest. This recent surge of

interest arises mainly in connection with the thermal design of space ,,;,,,'1

vehicles and nuclear reactor fuel elements.

The simple,analysis of this problem is based on the assunption

that the surfaces of the contacting bodies are in perfect contact, in , , .
:t; 

"tttiother words the thermal contact resistance is zero, Ðd this has been ,, 
, ,

;'-:.:-'.: i

used in many engineering problens. It sirnplifies the problem and to i,',,.,'¡

a certain extent does not seriously affect the results. But for certain

applications where high accuraq and precise calculations are required, 
,

such an ideaLization can lead to a considerable erïor in the predicted :

performance.

One typical application which gives occasion to the study

is the thermal contact resistance between the fuel pellets and its
':

surroirndiag sheath in a nuclear reactor. Because of high intensity of

heat flows passing through the fuel pellets to its sheath, the therma 
:, .,.

contact resistance due to the absence of close contact will greatly j',','ri',

.:.1.: .' affect'the heat trartsfer conditions between the solids. Furtheflnore, ,,'-,,.,''

as in the design of space vehicles, thermal contact resistance appears

to be a critical design factor in attaining a high reliability for

vehicle terperature control. Thus, an accurate lcnowledge of the thermal 
',,;.,,

contact resistance betrveen metals is indeed vital.

1.1 Definition of thermal contact resistance.

When two solid surfaces are brought into contact, because of

the nature of the surface of any material, actual physical contact only i.,.;.;,,.1:

- 1 - 
:::..'i:':
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takes place at a finite mlnber of discrete points. The actual contact

area is only a snall'portion of the noninal contact surface, and this

is true even with very high cornpressing forces and high quality of

surface finish. There remairs the voids which usually filled with

fluid. I{trile heat is flowing through the contact merbers' an additional

temperature drop which is associated with the thermal contact resistance

will occur at the interface of the joint.

The thernal contact resistance is not only a thermal effect,

but also coupled with the surface characteristics and mechanical effect

(surface deformation). The mode of heat transfer by which heat trans-

ported through the interface may, in general, be considered as follows:

1. by heat conduction atthe points of direct contact (metal arrd/ot

oxide contact);

2. by heat conduction througþ the fluid filling the void;

3. by radiation between the netallic surfaces;
i.

4. by natural convection in the fluid filling the void.

In most cases, both the natural convection and radíation in

'the void are neglected as the voids are usually very snal1 and the
,

interface teÍperature is not hieh. However the radiation effect may

become significant and rnust be taken into accormt at high temperatures.

Heat conduction through the places of direct contact and interfacial

fluid is, therefore, considered to be the nain caì"Fe of the thermal

contact resistance in common place

The thermal contact resistance is conventionally defined as:

AT
D_cñc 

Q/Ao

(1)
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where AT_ is the temperature drop at the interface, Q the heat flow rate
c

acïoss the contact, and Ao the apparent contact area-

reciprocal of thermal contact conduCtance. Thus, whenever thermal ':':"i: 
':

contact conductance is referred to, thermal contact resistance is irnplied.

ThroughoutthiSwork,thetherma1contactresistanceconceptwi11be
1..t. ..: ..:.:. ,::.:.

used. : ,':,

I.2 Literature suruey.

In the past thirty years considerable effort has been expended

to investigate the problems related to thermal contact resistance. A

comprehensive review of the literature in this field was provided by

clausing and Chao 11]' Experimental and theoretical work l{Iere carried

in an endeavor to understand the nature of the thermal contact

'++" r .resistance from a variety points of view.

i Jacobs and Starr [2] conducted experiments on interface joints

between gold, silver and copper. Studies of contact resistance on 
l

machine joints were reported by lVeills and Ryder [3] , and Brunot and 
1.t,,,.,,,,, 

't.....
Buckland [4]. Barze.Lay et. a1. [516] presented a comprehensive investigation 

; r:,,,1.
r' ..: r : - : r '

on the effect of surface condition, interface temperature, interface

pressure, heat flux and sandwich material on thernal contact resistance.

Theoretical formulations are given by Fenech and Rohsenow [7], Laming [8]

and Sanokawa [9.10], but they are all of linited values as the effect

of the surface deformation and the non-uniform conditions over the

contact surface were not taken into account i¡ their analysis. Motivated

by Barzelay,s result, several notable works on the directional effect



:::.1.ì t.:.:.:i

4.

are reported. Clausing [11] showed that the thermal strain can be

the source of the directional effect. An extension of this particular

fíeld by Lewis and Perkins [12] revealed that the pronounced effect

is strongly dependent on the contact surface condition. Loading

hysteresis effect was analytically studied by l4ikic [13] and Popor¡ [14] ,

and was found to be significant. With experimental evidence, Popov [14]

showed that the thermal contact resistance for lnitial loading is higher

than that for subsequent loading. In reference [15] the effect of plating

with materials of higher conductivity than the plated naterial was treated

and the results indicate that a considerable reduction in contact re-

sistance can generally be obtained.

Surface characteristics are well recognized to be a striking

factor-in determining the therrnal contact resistance. Interest in the

area of surface description (i.e. waviness and roughnêss) and surface

behavior (i,e. mode of deformation) arose in the mid-1950s due to the
ì.

need"for more accurate predictions, espectalLy for the thermal design

of nuclear reactors. References [16] to l27l ate some of the nost

. salierit literatures in this area. In particular, Mikic [26] gave an

elaborate report on'.the effect of mode of deformation on contact re-

sistance, ffid criteria were also presented to determine the mode of

deformation. Others t7-I3l on the surface description under given mode

of deformation (usually plastic deformation) .

A theoretical investigation on the influence of the material

anisotropy r^ras carried out by Vtttz (27). A geonetric transformation

technique was used in the analysis, Ðd it was found that the degree

i: . ' .: .'
r,- ::.-..':
i-: ..'::::-
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of anisotropy and orientation of the contact interface can be important

factors

In IglL, Yovanovich performed a theoretical and exrerimental

study on the thermal contact conductance of turned surfaces (28) and

a rohr of cylinders contacting trvo planes (29) which is of direct interest

to aeïospace engineers. More recently several significant works (30,

3T,32) were published in an effort of seeking a better erçlanatiori

and accurate estimation of the contact resistance.

1.3 Objectives of this work

A review of the open titerature indicates that all the previous

investigations laid the emphasis on the plane contact surface. No work

has been done on any other interface configuration until recently (29,

31). lhe conventional ideaLized rnodel used by all the previous investigators

is a right circular cylindrical heat channel, and the general experimental

instâ'llation is of two cylindrical models pressed together with heat

flowing in the longitudinal direction. The interface for these models

is a plane surface. It was suggested that the conventional analysis

and erperimental results, to some extent, can be applied to other shapes

of contact surface.

Yovanovich proposed [33],

other shapes of heat flux tr-rbe can arise which are but

modifications of the one which we shall use. As exanples, con-

sider the contact between concentric pipes or concentric spheresr...

.:r:.).

l:, t.|

-.1 : a.:'

:rl)ì:
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Cooper et. al. suggested (24),

in terms of flow of heat through large plane interfaces can

reasonable be extended, with obvious verbal changes, to apply to

curved surfaces such as concentric cylinders with radíal heat flow,

provided the radius of curyature is large compared with the typica1-

spacing between contact

However, no definite criterion was given.

According to their proposition, it seerns that the macroscopic

contact geometry (i.e. curved contact interfaces) most likely has no

influence at all. However, if the conventional analysis is applied

beyond these conditions i.e. the radius of curvature is small, there

may arise a great discrepancy between the calculated value and the real

value.' Therefore, consideration on the mascroscopic contact geornetry

should also be made in determining the thermal contact resistance.

, The ain of this work is to study the thermal resistance
Ì

between tv,ro concentric cylinders of different materials in contact

with outward radial heat flow. To the author's best lcrowledge, no

such work has been done before. An experiment is presented in studying

the contact resistance with varying heat f1ux. Atternpts to apply the

conventional analyses to the experimental results are also rnade.

l- : : ^i;,,:l



CFIAPTER Z

REVIEV'J OF PARAMETERS AFFECTING THERNIAL CONTACT RESTSTA}ICE

The nature of heat transfer between thlo contacting metals

may be said to have been well studied. However, due to a large m¡nber

of factors affecting the thermal contact resisiance, it is very difficult

to obtain an accurate prediction on its value. Some of the nain factors

can be listed as follows:

(1) contact Pressure,

(Z) surface roughneSs and waviness,

(3) properties of contacting solids,

(4) mean interface temperature level,

(5) oxidation of contact surfaces,

(6) previous loading,

(7) direction of heat flux,

(8) i¡terfacial fluid,

(9) mode of deformation.

Somerof these factors have negative influence, i.e., tend to decrease
i

the thermal contact resistance, while others have positive influence.

In the study of one par:ameter, it is common to assune that the other

'parameters are constant, and therefore do not affect the discussion'

i

2.T Effect of contact Pressure

Among all pararneters, the most significant one appears to be

the apparent contact pressure. It is observed that the contact pressure

has a negative influence on thermal contact resistance, i.e., as the

contact pressure increases, the contAct resistance decreases' The

pressure dependence of contact resistance in the range of low pressure

is rnore appreciable than in the range of high pressure. Fig. 1 shows

schematically the influence of apparent contact pressure on the thermal

contact resistance.
-7 -



The basic concept of a contact process is that when two metal

surfaces are brought close together, they begin to touch at the tips

of the higher asperities. After the beginning of contact, the two

surfaces approach closer to each other t¡nder an increase of the 1oad.

As a result of this, more protrusions come into contact and the size

es. 'This irnplies that the real contact area and the

nunber of contacts has increased. It has been observed that the rate

of increase of real contact area is large initially, and then the rate

decreases as the nunber of contâct spots becomes large.

Correlation of the thermal contact resistance r^rith apparent

contact pressure in plane-contact surface models'was studied in the

literatures G6-23). It was found. to be an inverse proportion, i.e.

R^ * P^-m. The enponent varys from one to zero depending on deformationca
of the surface asperities.

;

2,2 iEffect of surface roughness

Most engineering surfaces in engineering practice are vlavy

and rough. The relatively finely spaced irregularities of the surface

are termed as roughness, and those with greater spacing are termed as

waviness. Fig. 2 shows a typical linear profile of a war4¡ and rough

surface. These surface irregularities are the result of the inherent

action of engineering processes, machine or work deflection. Friction

and wear which nay take place at the interface will conplicate the

surface characteristics. The roughness forned under change of load

has not been thoroughly tnderstood, however it is believed to be taken

care of by the contact deformation.

': :' . "r'i:

a

i :.,'
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Consider two surfaces in contact, roughness is res'ponsible

for the microcontacts and because of the waviness these microcontacts

are found in definite regions. By proper preparation of the surface,

one can minimize the effect of waviness. However, one cannot completely

Temove the roughness even with sr-rperfinishing, therefore its influence

does always persist.'

It has beer,r observed that the surface roughness has a strong

effect on thermal contact resistance. Its influence is for:nd to be

positive, i.e., increasing the surface roughness increasing the contact

resistance. In Fig. 3 the relation between contact resistance and

surface roughness is illustrated. The dependence of contact resistance

on roughness is strong when the load is relatively light and the surface

are relatively smooth (small surface waviness), and less significant

with high compression and wavier surface.

2.3 igffect of surface waviness

It has been proved that surface waviness has a positive

influe.nce on thermal contact resistance, that is, resistance incteases

with increasing surface waviness (surface flatness deviation). The

influence is sna1l for snall waviness and becomes more pronounced for

large waviness as illustrated in Fig. 4.

All engineering surfaces e>chibit roughness and rvaviness. It

has been observed that nicroscopic contact resistance is attributed to

the surface roughness, and waviness is responsible for'the macroscopic

contact resistance. Some investigators shor^¡ed that macroscopic contact

resistance (waviness effect) doninates the overall thermal contact
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ïesistance, Ï/hereas others observed that nicroscopic contact resistance

(roughness effect) has comnanding influence. It is very difficùlt to

say whether. roughness effect islarger than the waviness effect or not,

because it strongly depends on the surface characteristics. Interaction '-.""'.'

beûveen surface roughness and waviness was observed; roughness may act

as negative influencé on waviness. Generally speaking, since they are , 
, ,,,

closely related, one,cannot ''predict the thermal contact resistance 
t,,:.:,:,,

without a lmowledge of the interaction between then. , ,:,

¡''1,;, 
t,

2.4 Effect of metal proPerties

As discussed earlier the thermal contact resistance is a

combined effect of the surface conditions, thermal and nechanical

properties of the mating materials, and the interfacial fluid. It is

obvious that netal properties play an important part in determining

the thermal contact resistance. There are essentially three kinds

of reJated properties to be considered: thormal conductivity, hardness

and nodulus of elasticity

ì,i,-.,,,

2.4.I'Effect of therrnal conductivity 
:.:.

, It is found that tl:e metal thermal conductivity has a negative ';::'

irrfluence on thermal contact resistance. Their relation has been well

understood as practicalLy linear. The reason why it is not exactly

linear is because other properties such as hardness, Youngts modulus i-t:
and thermal expansion coefficient, will cha4ge as the thermal conductivity

changes (Fig. 5).

i..:¡r:..1:r.,iì
rii. :. :l
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2.4.2 Effect of hardness

By hardness we mean the pressure at which the naterial will

yield urder compression. It is a measure of resistance to identation.

It has been obseryed to be responsible for the defonnation mode, m.uriber

and size of contacts. Its influence on the thermal contact resistance

is positive and shown in Fig. 6. The variation is almost linear for

very rough and flat Surfaces.

2.4.3 Effect of rnodulus of elasticity

Attempts were made to correlate the thermal contact resistance

with modult¡s of elasticity. It was found that the effect is significant

when the surface irregularities tndergo elastic deformation, and least

or even zero when pLastic deformation is governing. However, generally,

the elastic modulus has a positive influence on the contact resistance,

i.e., thermal contact resistance increases as elastic modulus increases,

Fig. r7

2.5 Effect of interfacial fluid thermal conductivity

fluid in the interface, the thernál contact resistance may be determined

by the relative proportions of the heat flowing through the real contacts

and through the gap filled with fluid. This means the total thermal

contact resistance is the sun of the direct contact conductance and

the interf.aciaL fluid conductance. It has been observed that there is

a linear relation between the fluid thermal conductivity and the contact

resistance. The fluid thermal conductivity has a negative influence on
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i,Ì¡if:r{:riiri,:ll1:Ì¡:ì:::t

\-:::

the fluid resistance, and subsequently acts as a negative finction of

the overall thermal contact resistance, Fig. 8. The influence is extremely

small at high vacuum.

At the interface the interfacial fluid can be a gas or a

liquid. In general, the thermal conductivity of a liquid is higher

than a gas. A significant reduction of resistance was found for the

interfacial fluid being a liquid. The difference in contact resistance

for the interface with a gas and for that with a liquid was attributed

to an effective increase in the contact area tlll (see Fig. 9).

2.6 Effect of interfacial fluid pressure

Interfacial fluid pressure can be an im ortant parameter in

determining the therrnal contact resistance of netals in contact with

the presence of interfacial fluid.. The dependence of the thennal

contact resistance on the fluid pressure is remarkable when the inter-

facial fluid is a gas. In the study of the gas pressure dependence

of the contact resistance, Shlykov (3a) carried out some tests with

air orqer a large pressure range. The results showed that thermal

contac,t resistance increases aS the gas pressure decreases. A typical

relationship between gas pressure and thermal contact resistance is

shown in Fig. 10. It is seen from the figure that there are two

horizontal levels and a transition. The lower level corresponds to

the contact resistance at or.close to atmosphere and the higher level

is the contact resistance at high vacuurn. The transition was observed

over a very narror4i pressure range and its change is nearly linear. It

was also noted that the transition can shift and two horizontal resistance
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level can change as wel1. This depends on many parameters, in particular

apparent contact pressure and surface geometry. From the same diagran

one can conclude that at high vacu.rn condition the fluid resistance

is negligible and the entire amount of heat will flow through the place

of actual metal contact.

2.7 Effect of mean interface temperature

The effect of the mean interface temperature on the thermal

contact resistance is said to be well recognized. The influence of

mean interface temperature is negative, that is contact resistance

decreases when mean interface temperature increases, Fig. 11. At low

temperature levels , sãy below 1000oF, the temperature effect for most

metals is weak, but,becones significant as the temperature exceeds

10000F.

Ivfost of the material properties are tenperature dependent

at elevated temperature. Such a change in material properties will

in turn cause a change in the defonnation mode and the surface geometry,

and consequently affect the thermal contact resistance. :

In addition, at elevated temperatuïes the interfacial fluid

thermal'conductivity tends to change with the temperature level. Râdiation

heat transfer aCross the gap becones significant, md the radiation

resistance must be considered in determining the overall thermal

resistance.

2.8 Effect of oxidation of contact surfaces

Oxidation is a comnon tfpe of corrosion in metals. It results

in formation of a thin oxide film covering the metal surface. The
!:rj-i.i..:1',, -; 

_-
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grolrth of the oxide depends on the composition of metal, duration of

exposure and envirorrnent conditions. The oxide, in general, has poor

thermal conductivity and is less ductile than the pure metal. In

addition, the oxidized surface is more irregular than that before

oxidation

The thermai contact resistance is found to be larger for

oxidized surfaces than for pure netal contact. This is generally

considered to be a function of the oxide properties (hardness, thermal

conductiviry), thiclaness of oxide filn and the surface roughness after

oxidation. Experiments and theoretical studies were carried out

individually by Sanokawa (35) and Yip (32). The thickness and the

thermal conductivity of the oxide fifun were found to be the nain

factorb. Conclusions can be drawn as follows:

(1) Thermal contact resistance increases with increase in oxide filrn

,thiclmess, and the effect is enoi.rnous when the thiclness approaches
i
the value of pure netal surface roughness (Fig. 12).

(2) Thermal contact resistance tends to decrease as the thermal con-

à,r.tivity of oxide filrn increases.

(3) The effectis more pronounced when the surfaces are relatively

snooth and contact pressures are light.

2.9 Effect of previous loading

The effect of previous loading, some called hysteresis effect,

on the thermal contact resistance is recently of particular interest.

It has been observed that at;.the same contact pressure, the thermal

contact resistance in the initial loading application is higher than
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that forrning on descending loading. Figure 15 shows a typical variation

of contact resistance with contact pressure for different loading con-

ditions

It is obvious that this effect is a result of the surface

i¡teraction. Mikic (13) presented a qualitative erplanation for this

phenomenon. He suggested that in the initial loading the deformation

of the surface asperities is plastic, while in the descending loading

the deformation is eLastic. As the loading descends, part of the

contacting asperities will recover and part will remain in contact,

however, an overall effect of higher contact area under the same contact

pressure will be obtained. Thus the difference of actual contact areas

for the initial loading and the descending loading will certainly lead

to the'observed effect. It was also observed that the load dependence

of contact'resistance in the range of low pressure is more pronounced

on initial loading than on subsequent (descending) loading
' ,t'

2.10 Directional effect

, By directional effect we mean the extent to which the thermal

resistance of a contact between certain metals is influenced by the

direction of heat flow across the interface. A first quantitative

report of a directional effect between dissirnilar metals in contact was

presented by Barzelay et. al. (ó) . After that, several investigations

have also revealed that there appears to be a significant directional

effect between dissimilar metals

Nevertheless divergent results by various investigators have

been reported on the altuninun-stainless steel interface. Barzelay (6),
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Roger (36) and Thomas (37) reported that: 1) the thermal contact

resistance for the heat flow from alunintmr to stainless steel is lower

than when the heat flow in the other direction, and 2) there is an

increase in directional effect with the contact pressure. Clausing

(11) performed a more specific study on this topic and presented a

different observation from those nentioned above. From his data he

concluded that the thermal contact resistance was lower when the heat

flows fron stainless steel to aiunim.un. Williams (38) obsewed the

. same phenornenon. An elaborate work by Lewis and Perkins (12) was

ained at resolving all the previous conflicting results. They attributed

the conflicts to different surface conditions (waviness and roughness)

of their test specimen. They also pointed out that the both observed

effectS were correct as long as their respective contact surface

conditions are considered,

, There is some argtment on the directional effects between
f

similar materials. Williams (38) and Thonas (37) showed that a

directional effect between sfunilar naterials was in f.act observed,

lwhile Clausing (11) and Barber (59) suggested no directional effect.
:'

Moon and Keeler (40) presented a theoretical explanation of this

directional effect by using the theory of heat transfer in the solid

state. It reavealed that sfunilar materials in contact can exhibit

a directional effect if the contact surface histories are different

To obtain ¿u1 accurate estimate of this phenomenon, a better

tmderstandíng of the surface interaction under different heating and

loading conditions is necessary.

:I:I-:...
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Z.IL Effect of node of deformation

By surface interaction we mean the mode of deformation of

the surface asperities. It is generally assuned that the asperities

of the contact surface i.rndergo ful1y plastic deformation. This leads ',., ,i:

to the result that the actual contact area is directly proportional

to the contact pressure. This assunption is not always true if the

actt¿L deformation pïocess of the asperities is considered.Greenwood ',,' :
| | .:: .. \."
:-.:-:::.::

+L^+ +1-^ naa4a¡t-e af flra in+arfona r^ri'l'l in qll '
(ZZ) poínted out that the contacts at the interface will in all state 

,,,.,,.,1..

betv,ieen fu1ly plastic and fu1ly elastic. He also showed that the ;.,t',,l,;

deformation of the asperities is strongly dependent on the surface 
l

topography and the material properties. 
l

lrlovikvo (25) correlated the thermal contact resistance and

the contact deformation in the region of elastic and elastic-plastic

contacts. He for.rrd that at low pressure the relation is an exponential
:

fi.lnction and becomes linear in the range of high pressure. This

indTiãtesthatthecontactdeformationise1astic-p1asticat1ow
)

pressure and elastic at high pressure. 
.:.:....:_.:,

. A more salient study on this effect was recently carried ,,,,',ì,'i

out by- Mikic (26). ,,He concluded that different modes of deformation 
it,,.,,,,.::,'rj- :: l

have a significant effect on thermal contact resistance. Explicit

expressions for the thermal contact resistance hlere derived for the

cases of : 1) pure plastic deformation, 2) prastic deformation of the 
,,,,,,..,,

:asÞerities and elastic deformation of the substrates, ffid 3) pure i:i:::'

elastic deformation. In'addition, a criteïon was presented to determine

the mode of deformation, Fig. 14, for given surfaces in contact. The

effect of mode of deformation of the surface asperities is such that: 

':+ii,(1) tnder the same load, the thermal contact resistance is always i; , ,-

higher for plastic deformation (Fig. 15),
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(Z) the contact defornation is not sensitive to the contact pressure

level but depends on the surface conditions (roughness' average

slope of the surface asperities) and material properties (hardness,

elastic modulus)

2.TZ Stnvnary

From the above discr¡ssion the coinplexity of the thermal

contact phenomenon is obvious shov¡n. The parameters affecting the

value of the thermal contact resistance can be divided into three

important groups: 1) surface description (roughness, waviness),

2) sur:face interaction (node of deformation) and 3) interstitial

nedir¡n (interstitial fluid, oxide). Special care is required in

determining the effect of one parameter. It is also obvious that

some of the parameters camot be determined without the lcnowledge

of the others. Because of the large ntmber of pararneters affecting

the thermal contact resistance, it is not surprising to see incon-

sistent and sometime conflicting results reported by different

investigators.

,1:.:,..:'

:. ' , -. ,



CHAPTER 3

THEORETICAJ, BACKGROT]]'ID

3.L Previous Theoretical Investigations

The evolution of the thermal contact resistance studies may

be divided into three stages. They are:

(1) First stage: Bnphasis was laid on the experimental values for

each specific case (2-6, 36). All these worl<s did not cover the

particular materials and surface conditions of each other. There-

fore, their applications l^iere very limited.

(2) Second stage: Theoretical analyses l4lere carried out on an idealized

contact nodel as shov¡n in Fie. 16 by Rapier et. al. (42), Ross and

Stoute (43), Shlykov and Ganin (34), Sanokawa (9, 10), etc., who

were aiming to obtain a better formulation for the thermal contact

' resistance. All these methods of calculation were based on the

assr¡nption that the contact surfaces are norninally fLat, the actual

areas of contact are úniformly distributed over the apnarent area,

rthe contact spots are all circular and of iåentical radius and the
il

surface asperties deform plastically..

(3) Third stage: Further studies'on the nature and interaction of the

contacting surf,aces indicated ttrat reconsideration and modification

of 'the theory *tu ,ru."ssary. In order to rnodify the real surfaces

in contact, considerations of surface paraneters like surface

roughness, surface waviness the distribution of surface slopes,

and the deformation of surface asperities hlere included in the

derivation. Some notable analysis on the non-ideal contacting

surfaces were reported by Greenwood (22), Cooper et. al. (24),

Clausing and Chao (45), Hsieh et. a1 . (44) and },fikic (26). To use

-19-
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their formations detailed analysis on the profilorneter traces of

the surfaces in contact is generally required. These models, which

have been well verified by experiments, can be applied to various 
i,,,.,,,,,,

contact joints; and give better explanations and estimate of the 1r ; : 
"i:

contact resistance.

The experimental ðata gathered by various investigations , .

cannot be used to determine the thermal contact resistance if the joints it.,.,t.t"
1..

(nating materials and surface conditions) are different from those 
1,,,:,-,,,,,,,-;,

investigated. However, they can be used for qualitative studies to 1":"-':: " 
:'

show the trends as variout p"t*"iers are changed. The theoretical ',

ì

analysis presented in Refs. (24, 26; 44, 45) are, of corlrse, more likely i

to predict the exact value of thermal contact resistance of the real 
i

-^^--: -^l +^ lcontacting surfaces. In such works many parameters are required to 
I

completely specify the mating surfaces. The surfa." torrg'hn"ss, the 
i

f .1

waviness (mean slope of surfaces) can be derived fron profilometer traces. I

l
:.

But in engineering practice, detailed information on the characteristics ',

of the contacting surfaces may not be at¡ailable, or may be too laborious ..:,..r'.
1.,:::..--......'
' : i': jr::.:.ì::i:

a f - -' L: 
-to obtain from the profile analysis. Instead, some information, in ::r:.:'. :

the form of surface.'roughness reaclings, or merely the lrnowledge of ::'::'¡:"::'::

manufacttrre process, is avaifable. In this case, the approximate methods 
¡

of calculation, though the accuracy may be a little inferior, nay still

produce useful results. TWo such approximate models are discussed below ¡.', ,''--'

and will be compared with the expqrjmental results.

3.2 Theoretical Basis for Eliperiment

l,lhen heat flows across the interface of tws members in contact,

it is generally accompanied by an additional temperature drop which is
i':.t:r:?:1i::.,:rJ

:1:. -:r'-':
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due to the funperfect contact at the interface. The thermal contact

resistance is defined by Eo. (1) as:

ATpt=,*

The heat flow rate, Q, is determined bv the temperature

distribution in the undisturbed region. The additional temperature

d.rop, aT.r is obtained by extrapolating the temperature distributions

in both contacting members from the undisturbed region to the interface.

A is the apparent contact area.'o¿

3.3 Formulation of Analytical Models

The heat transier across the contacting surfaces may be

considered to consist of two conponents:

(1) heat conduction through the direct contact spots,

(2) heat conduction through the interfacial nedir¡n.

r The total thermal contact resistance, Rc can therefore be

defined by the thermal resistance of direct metal contact, \4, ana

the thermal resistance of the interfacial nedir.un, Rr. Assr.uning one

er, the total thermal contact resistancehas negligible effect on the othr

can then be represented by the equation for parallel resistors:

111
-=-+-

(2)
R. \t4 RF

. Now the problem of determining the total thermal contact

resistance reduces to a separate estimation of its components.

Here two models, Shlykov and Ganin nodel, and Ross and Stoute

nodel , are used to determine the thermal resistance of netal contact

j : ..t- i.:

I

l.:... ':1r,r:::,.a r: i:
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and a sirnple expression derived by Shlykov and Ganin is used to describe

the thermal resistance of the interfacíaL medir¡n. The final equations

for the thermal contact resistance can be obtaíned by combining the

expressions for each component.

3.3 .L Shykov and Ganin Model

Presrmption: (1) The contact surfaces are norninally flat.

(2) Plastic deformation at the surface asperities.

(3) The size of the contact spots is independent of loading.

The contact spots are circular with radii about 30 u.

The equation for the thermal contact resistance (R.) is given

AS:

! =' 
kf 

+ 5.s906 * h n. 
x ro-Z

R. oI* oZ c oB

= thermal conductivity of interfacial

= harmonic mean thermal conductivity

.2o-sec 1n ¡. (3)
Btu

fluid
.2 kr kz,
t--Jkt*kz

where k.r
.ih

Pc

c

,on

o

= contact pressure

= coefficiertt

= ultimate strength

= surface roughness of contacting interface

3.3.2 Modified Ross and Stoute Model

The expression of the thermal resistance of direct netal

contact is quoted from Ross and Stoute (43). P.egarding the expression

of the thermal resistance of interfacial medium, instead of using the

origjnal one given in (4.3) the one developed by Shlykov and Ganin (34)
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was used because the

The basic asstmption,

of the contact spot,

is given as:

where:

latter was for¡nd to be much convenient to

is the same as Shlykovts, except that the

a, is given in terms of surface roughness,

Ll2a=a o
o

a^ = o .3L37s inl/z (or o .s *rr/2)
o

use.

radius

o, and

.2o^sec ].n -F-\t'l----Tn
ao

o

P
(-s) (

(4)

(s)

The thermal contact resistance (R.) for this situation is:

- 2k-It
-=-+R. or* oz

where k, = thermal conductivity of interfacial

1ç = harmonic mean thermal conductivity

.: P^ = contact pressure
"cj:

o = surface roúghness

H = microhardness

H Btu

fluid
.?kt kz 

-t---_-Jkr*kz



. CFíAPTER 4 ] :.:: :

EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND PROCEDTJRE 
:

4.1 Description of Apnaratus

The experimental apparatus is shown in Fig. L7. A close-up

view of the test set-up is also shown in Fig' 18' 
i",',""',,

The apÞaratus consisted of a test specimen, which is an '"""."'"'

alulintun-stainless steel compor:nd cylinder, to provide the interface

for the study. The specinen was made by shrinking the ah¡nint¡r cylinder

onto the stainless steel cylinder. Its dïnensions are 5.68 in. in jtf,.-,,
| ; : :'

length, 0.875 in. inside diameter arñ 2.875 in. outside dianeter. At 
i,.,,,:,,::

;:'.::i":'-*':ïî-i"; -ï;:'ï:"î:,:'::ï,ffiïÏ:" 
' j::;

longitudinal heat 1oss, and the steel grsard plate was designed to guide 
i

the thermocouple wires out from the specimen. Ah.uninr¡n centering 
I

bushings were placed through the guard plates into the recesses at the

ends of the specimen. This assembly was then placed on the lorver

base plate such that the centering bushing stood in the recess of the ,

base plate; and on the top of it sat the upper base plate. The

specimen rvas constrained at both ends simpLy by tightening the base 
i,r:.,,,.,,,,
'.'.'.t.-_-._.'

plates',on to the steel sheel. , 1 
.,

, A 13 in. long stainless Steel heating element of 3/4 ín. '::;'::ì

diameter and 0.035 in. thi;k was placed through the centre hole of the

specimen in such a way that a 1/16 in. gap is left between the heating

element and the specimen. Each end of the heating element was clamped , ..ì,

tightly by a piece of brass terminal block. The top terminal block

was bolted to the upper steel base plat", *d it was hanging freely at

the botton. The purpose of the asbestos rinq¡ m¡nbered 15 in Fig. 17,

-24-
i,;,...rjìi
i'it' "ll"''
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was to prevent the heating elenent frorn movinq sideways. On the top

of this and in betrveen the heater and the steèl ring was a thermal

insulation sleeve, m.unbered 14, serving to eliminate the heat loss through

the hanging end of the heater. The inside of the heater was filled

with thermal insulation. The voltage was supplied to the heater by

means of a Raytheon Cornpany, Sorensen Operation, Three Phase Input

Power Supply Modrel DqR 20'1000 A (See Fie. 19). I'leat flowed radially

outward through the air gap and the specinen.

Tap water was circulated on the outside of the specimen, and

a close-up jacket (Fig. 20) was designed to stabilize the water flow.

îhermocouples, details of which are given in section 4.3, Ì\Iere taken

out of the anparatus through the conax seals (MFIC-040-8) supplied by

Conax Corporation. Fie. 21 shows the sectioning view of the conax

seal. Ithen the assembly was tightened, the compressed teflon seals

which were placed at the ends of the center bushings formed an effective

seal ägainst the centering bushing and the recess. These seals when

desired to replace the specimen had to be dismantled.

' A thermal insulation jacket about I I/2 in. thick was also

pfovided to wrap around the hanging heater terminal

4.2 Preparation of Test Specimens

. The test specimen was made from two concentric cylinders by

a process called "cold fits". The materials of the test pieces l^Iere

alunint¡n 2011-T351 and stainless steel type 304. The mechanical and

physical properties for these are given in Table I and 2. They r.rrere

selected on the basis of the following conditions:

(1) a larger coefficient of thermal expans.ion for the inside cylinder

than that for the outside cylinder,
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(2) popularity in aircraft and industry applications,

(3) availability of the materials.

The outside surface of the alunini:m cylinder v¡as turned on

a lathe to a specified roughness range, and the inside surface of the 
'"' 

'.,'

stainless steel rtras as received. A tracer-type Brüel and Kjaer Roughness

Meter Type 6102 and coupled with a Motor Drive T)rpe 3910 for roughness 
, ,,

meter was used to measure the roughness of the test pieces. Pertinent ,;,,;',.'

information regarding the dimensions and the surface roughness of 
' 

":''.

t:r.::.:.:tindividual test pieces is given in Table 3.

Thestain1essstee1cy1inderhasaninterna1diameters1ight1y

less than the external diameter of the alunim¡n cylincler. To assemble i

lhem a shrink fit process had to be used. It is l<rrown that ahmintm ,

;

will change its properties at elevated temperatuïe but reurain the same

at sub-zero temperature. It was also required that no damage to the l

contacting interface should result from the assembling process. There-
¡

fore; a cold fit v¡as employed to assemble the test pieces. The ah.unint¡1,

with its machined to the exact dimension and desired roughness, uras 
t:::;..:,:

i¡rnnerSed into a container of liquid nitrogen to cool to about -200oF. '.1"'r','

It was'then taken oqt to fit the stainless steel cylinder. Special .,",..,

care hras given during assenbling. After the assembly warmed up it

was then machined to the required dimensions.

An initial contact pressure which depends on the interference 
;.,. ,,.-.,

was introduced at the interface durins the process, and this can be

determi¡ed by the theory of elasticity.
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4,3 Thermocouple Technique and Preparation of Thermocor¡rrle l"rells

Since the eccuracy of the evaluation of the thermal contact

resistance depends on accurate temperature measurement, much attention

was given to the positioning of thermocouples and preparation of thermo-

couple wel1s in the experiment. lt is knor,m that thernocouples have

to be placed at a transverse section in the heat path, therefore the

thermocouple wells wêre drilled longitudinally down to the desired

depth fron the end surfaces. Tr^ro methods of preoaring the thermocouple

wells were attempted and details are discussed in section 4,3.2 and

The basic requirements for thermocouple wells were:

(1) The size of hole should be fine enough to fit the thermocouple

and without proùrcing any disturbance in the heat path.

(Z) The holes must be straight and. vertical to the heat path.

(3) ,The variance in depth of the holes must be less than a tolerance
Ì
of + L/2 (hole size)

:. :,¡;:;:.,.:r,4.3.I. Thermocouple Mounting Technique -:
.:..: . l,, The thermocouple mourting technique was similar to that :'1":';;:,:':-::,

of Clausing and Chao [45], but with several modifications.

ISA JJ No. 30 gauge iron-constantan thermocouple wire was

used for the temperature measurement. The bead was formed by a mercury 
i;.ì:,:,,,ì.

thermocouple i^¡elder , and it was sprayed with a very thin "Rid Arc" ljr'':::':1!::::

coating to provide protection and electrical insulation. A small piece

of lead foil about 0.003 in. thick was wraped around the thermocouple

to ensure that the thermocouple was centrally located in the hole. It
],,i.¡, ,

l '.' : : ' : : : :
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was then inserted into the hole r.¡ntil touching the bottom. The top

of the hole was filled with epoxy which when hardened served to hold

the thermocouple in place. A sketch of the thermocouple installation

is shown in Fig. 22.

By use of a spot welder thernocouples were rvelded on the

skin of the specimen;to measure the surface temperature.

4.3.2 Preparation of Thermocouple l'rlells in SpecÍmen TCR-I

In the specimen TCR-I, fifteen thermocouple wells L/16 ín.

diarneter were drilled by a drilling nachine on three different levels.

The top and mid levels were 1 L/2 ir-. arrd 2.8 in. fron the top end

respectiúely, and the bottom 1evel was 1 L/2 in. from the bottorn end.

On each level three holes were drilled in the alrrnim¡n and two in the

stainless steel (Fie. Z3). A f/L6 in. diameter long series dri1l was

used, and special care was given during drilling. Great difficulties
''.gncountered in the drilling process because the drilling nachine

was not capable of drilling such fine and deep holes, especially when

drilling the stainless steel piece. It HIas soon found that three

thernogouole wel1s at the top level and two at the nid level were

unsatisfactory because of scatter of the measured temperature. Accordingly

only the data recorded on the bottom 1evel was used for the calculation.

4.3.3 Preparation of Thermocouple I'Vells in Specimen TCR-2

To obtain better results, the nethod of drilling the therno-

couple wells had to be improved or an alternative rnethod fotrnd. It was

al-so desirable to reduce the hole size to be just sufficient to take
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30 gauee thermocouple wires. A spark cutting machine, (Agemasoark

Eurospark Ì'{achine Type F400P-20) shoum in Fig. 24, ttas employed for

preparing the thermocouple wells for the specimen TCR-2.

.tion of the Eurospark lr{achine is thatThe principle of operation of the Eurc 
l

it removes metal from the area in the immediate vicinity of the tool

v¡ithout mechanical contact rvith the worlc by generating a rapid series

of spark discharges af controlled energy between the tool and the work.

The sparks erode a small crater of netal by nelting and vaporization.

The advantages in the present apnlication are: 1) its ability to nachine

hard material such as stainless steel, 2) its ability to bore very fine

hole, 3) its ability to nachine to any finished shape and to cut starting

at arLy argle to the work surface. The only disadvantage (as experienced

in this study) was dhat it consuned tqo nuch time. This occured because

the cutting speed slowed dotr¡n as the tool cut deeper.

, A special tool holder was designed for the purpose of nulti-
¡.

elemént drilling and is shown in Fig. 25. Ground finish tungsten

electrodes of 0.040 in. diameter and 5 in. long were soldered on to

the tdol holder. Before drilling specimen TCR-2, a practice run was

made on a dunmy spec.imen. A ferr¡ holes were first drilled on both alrrninr.nn

and stainless steelltest pièces to a depth of about L I/2 in. These

showed that the holes hrere very straight and the size of the holes was

about 0.010 in. larger than the tool size (See Fis. 20). A photograph

of the specimen TCR-2 durins drilling is shown in Fig. 26.

At each level, five and three holes were drilled in the ah-unim¡n

and stainless steel respectively. The thernocouples protruded fron the
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holes were embeded in the grooves on the end surface in such a manner

that they.could be grouped into a bundle (See Fig. 27). This br¡ndle

was then taken out through the conax seals to the measuring devices.

Seven thermocouples were spot-welded on the outside surface to measure

the skin temperature as shovm in Fig. 28. Fig. 29 shows the location

of tire thermocouple we1ls for specimen TCR-2.

4.4 Equipment for Experiment

4.4.L Power SWply

To supply the voltage to the heating element a tluee phase

input power supuly model DCR 20-1000 A (Fig. 19) supplied by Raytheox

Co., Sorenson Operation, v¡as used. This power sjupply provides a stable,

highly regulated dc output from a wide range of three phase input voltages

and frequency. The output ratings are 0-20V and 0-1000 A. Coarse and

fine voltage adìusûnent controls uiere.provided to assure the selected

outpu{ voltaqe. The r.lnit also incorporates three protection systems:

phase-failure shutdovm drops the output automatically to zero when

failure of any input phase occurs; thermal overload shutdown also drops

the output to zero if tlre unit is overheating; automatic crossover

systen piovides current lirniting protection. In addition, other features

such as remote progranrning, remote sensing series and parallel operation

are also built in the r.mit.

4.4.2 Flc¡t^¡ Meter

In order

over the specimen,

(Fig. 30) was used.

to maintain a constant flow of cooling water passed

a flo-lr¡ meter supplied by Schattle and Koerting Co.

The maxj:rn¡m rating is 17 gom, and for this experiment
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the optimr¡n flow rate t¡as found to be 6 gpn.

4.4.3 Temperature Measuring Devices

No. 30 gauge iron-constantan thermocouples lr¡ere installed in

each specimen for the temperature measurement. The thermocouple monitoring

system consisted of a.DAItrA Laboratories, Inc. dieital nultimeter model

5000 and a Leeds Ç Northrup Co. nodel S 60000 series Speedomax G recorder.

The former recorded the tem erature readings, while the latter was used

to recotd the continuous change of the temperatures and atrso as a steady-

state indicator. A key switch module was also provided for converting

the single point measuring instnnnent to a multipoint r.mit

In conjrlnction with the above mentioned instrr¡nents a reference

junction supolied by.Thermo-Electric Co., fnc. was also used.

4.4.4 Voltneter

, Although the voltage supplied to the heating element can be

obtaided from the null voltrneter in the power supplV unit, it was nore

convenient to read out fron a large, easy-view face null volüneter.

Theref<jre, a Flewlett-Packard model 4194 dc null volûneter was enployed.

This nodel also has the selectable voltage span to match the voltage

sources

4.5 Test trrocedure

Fig. 32 is a photograph of the test equipment installation.

Before starting a test, the reference jtrnction unit, the Speedonax G

recorder, and the digital multimeter usually had to l{ann up for about

an hour. Ttre power supplv was then switched on to the desired power
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1evel anð. a constant flow of cooling vriater was circulated over the specimen.

The system usually took 2-3 hours to attain steady state conditions. The

Speedomax G recorder was prirnarily used to indicate rvhen thermal equilibritm

was reached. A complete set of thermocouple readings v¡as taken using the ,".,''.,i,.',

digital nultirneter and a key switch unit at intervals of 10 minutes,

until four successive'sets of ðata agreed to within l percent. The pro- 
, ,,, ,

cedure,was repeated for other poltler 1eve1s. The maximun value of heat 
'',,., ,':,:

flow across the specimen was governed by the naximm operatine temperature 
:

¡r'.',t,',.:--,,-

of the stainless steel heating element. The portler rating ranged from ::ì:':r::'

0.25 to 2 Yltil; in practice heat fltrx across the interface ranged between

ì1840 and 14000 Btu/hr ftZ.

In this study the interface contact pressure consisted of two
l

components; an initial contact pressure built up at the interface during

theco1dfitprocessandatherma1contactpreSSureintroducedbythe
:

differential thermal expansion of the respective test pieces during the i

Ì
tests



CHAPTER 5

AMLYSES AND HPER]MENIAI RESTJLTS

5.1 Calculation of Thennal Contact Resistance

Heat flow across the test members was calculated from the lmown

thermal conductivities and the associated temperature gradients. For

the test covered, the difference betrveen them usually did not exceed

10 percent. For a few data points the difference was as high as 15 percent.

The mean value of heat floir across the test membeïs t'ias used for the

calculation of thermal contact resistance.

T^ = T"(r) +

The temperature gradient in the âlunim.m test piece was obtained : . i , 
,

'::_. : .1;:'-l-. ,:' :

by the method of least squares approximation, and extrapolation yielded.

the alunint¡n interface temperature. Using the heat flor,v for the ah.unint¡n

cylinder, the stainless steel interface temperature was determined by:

a nnQ/rr)
(6)^-.)\-)t-L k2

The'interface temperature drop was calculated as the difference 
I

in the interface temperatures of the truo test members. Thermal contact

resistance was evaluated by using Eq. (1).

In the cold fit process an initial contact pressure was built

up at the interface n¡hen the aluninrm cylinder hlas shrunk onto the

stainless steel cylinder. .This contact pressure depends on the amount

of interference of the nating cylinder, the radii, md the rnaterial

properties of the components. This problen has been well studied in

the literature (46)

-33-
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of

by

For a given interference and the known mechanical properties

the rnating pieces, the initial contact pressure P=. was calculated

(Appendix B)

6/2 (7)'sc 1 r^2 *rrZrz lj éz- z
- ur) * I ,'^4. t2'tr* 

v2)J
E2 t3 -r2")L\?g,E 'bl 12 - 11

where ô = interferencë

r- = inside radiusI

r. = interface radius
L

r- = outside radius
J

: E=Youngsmodulus

' v=Poi-ssonrsratio

Thêrmal Contact Pressure

Thermal stresses were set up in the specfunen during the test

due to its non-uniform temperature gradients. Thermal contact pressure
i

is defined as the thermal loading at the interface exerted by one cylinder

on the other. The derivation of the thermal stresses in the composite

cylinder and the formulation of the thermal contact pressure are described

in Appendix B. The theoretical arialysis of therrnal stresses in a composite

cylinder is based on the follovring asstunptions:

(1) The temperature distribution is taken to be axisymrnetric and

independent of the axial coordinate.

(Z) Since the ends of the sÌrecimen were well confined between fixed

rigid base-p1ates., plain strain condition is considered to be well

JUSt]-t]-ecl.



With the measured tenperature distribution and the calculated

thermal contact resistance, thermal contact pressure Pr. .* be determined

bY: 
"z e, n4l ,1) - erc,rh,

35.

(8)

D='tc

2
Tz

.4 ozhz - u5 eu n G2, - tll

where coefficients ê1r ez, eS, ê4, 
"S, "6, 

hl, hZ, A and D are given in

Apnendix B.

. Total Contact Pressure

Since no plasticity exhibited at the interfaces of the test

specimen or elsewhere in all the tests conducted in this investigation

the principle of superposition can be used for determining the total
i;

contaåt pressure. The total contact pressure P. is therefore the sr.un

of the initial contaçt pressure and the thermal contact pressure.

Pt.

or

,)

rz

(e)P.=Pr.-Pa.

5.3 Presentation of Results

It is important to point out that results for the top and mid

lèvels on both specimens were being neglected. E>iperirnental analysis i,,. .t, '

showed that the scatter i,n the temperature data for these two levels ;

was large, ffid the results were too poor for the calculation of thermal

contact resistance. Details are discussed in the next chapter. Thus,

only the results of the lower level for each test are presented here. i:'r.,::::,..:
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The experimental results of the thermal contact resistance

of an alunim.un-stainless steel composite cylinder are given in Table 4.

This table records the heat flow through the composite cylinder, the

tenperature drop across the interface, the calculated thermal contact

resistance and contact pïessure for each test. In addition, the values

of thermal contact resistance calculated by the proposed models, Ee. (3)

and Eq. (5), are also'presented.

The series of tests designated as TCR-Z.R. were repeated on

specimen TCR-2 to check reproducibility of the results.

EÈperimental data are also presented in the form of diagrarns.

Fig. 33 to 35 are the temperature distribution for each specimen. The

mèan contact temperature ranged between 61-112oF. Fig. 36 shows thermal

contact resistance vs. heat flux across the interf.acerwhile Fig. 37

shows thermal contact resistance vs. contact pressure.

; Comparisons of the erperimental results and the proposed

analytical models are presented in Figs. 58 and 39. In calculating

the thermal resistance of the interfacial mediul, air was taken as the

interface g4s. Figs; 40 and 41 show the variation of therrnal contact
:

resistance with contact pressure.

1.

I:



C}IAPIER 6

DISCIJSSION OF RESTJLTS : '

6.1 Scatter of Data

Tn analyzing the experimentaL data, it was found that the scatter

of the thermocouple readings from the top and mid levels for both specimens 
,,,:::,:.,:::;

precluded their use in calculating the thermal contact resistance. This r"'""'

ScatteraroSefromtwofactors:1)theuncertaintyinthermocoup1e

nosition, Td Z) the uncertainty of contact between the thermocouple
,,.".-,1.,r-,

bead and the lead foil. i,,,;i,l,,

Uncertainty in thermocouple positions can be due to uncertainties ; '"'

'-'*:'-^-- i'"]"'t.'in the position of the thermocouple in its hole and of the position of i:'::':::

the hole itself . Inspection of specimen TG.-l showed that these problems
i

largely accounted for the observed scatter of the data points on these 
l

i

two levels. For specimen TCR-Z, the position of the thermocouple we1ls 
i

,- -: !^*s^-â+r.ø^ L^,.,^..^-was quite satisfactory. Scatter in the temperature, however, was recordered 
i

again, the worst being the mid and top levels. Certain tests appeared 
f

reasonable but on the whole readings at these levels were not satisfactory. 
I

i'i - - I.

In searching for the reason, it was found that the lead foil which wraped i

around the thermocouple could be easily moved along the thermocouple. 
:,.,:,.ri.:,,,

As the'lead foil was tarnped dor^m a little more, it certainlv,caused i,'tttt::

contact r^rith the theilnocouple bead. Further, the thermocouple with the ;,ri;:':.;::

foil was not a good fit to its hole and contact between the lead foil

and the hole occured at discrete points. This accounted for the observed

scatter ,,.i'i, ,..'

6.2 Error Analysis

This section contains a discussion of the systematic and random

errors which occured in the experiment and their effects on the correlation

of results ' 
- s7 -
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6.2.I Error Analysis of Apparatus

The error analysis of the effect of temperature uncertainties

on thermal contact resistance Ì{as made on a single-sample experiments
-, ..::,:..

basis proposed by Kline and l4cClintock t641. The nethod and the sample " ' 
':

calculation are given in Apoendix A.

The errors in the temperature measurements were estimated fron
: :.:i :-:1.

the calibration error,of thermocouples, instrtrnent error, and the un- 
i.,,;.;

certainty in positioning the thermocouple in the hole. The errors as : :r :r:

'trit, 
rt, ra

obtained from the manufactuïerts data on the thernocouples and the ;l'"":'

digital multineter were: 
i

+ I/}s¿ of the temperature read out of the thermocouples l'
;

I 0.01% of the Ð\&l readines 
I

At the lowest thermal contact resistance, that is test 1.6, the temperature 
l

i

gradients of about 0.02oF per thousandth of inch and about 0.11oF per 
i

,

thousandth of inch existed in the ah¡ninr¡n and stainless steel cylinders i

respeötively. The rlrcertainty in the thermocouple positions in the wells
I

rrras estimated to be 0.010 in. i.e. + 0.005 in. This accotrnted for an 
,':,;.,,,;,:,

eïTor ôf about + 1percent of temperature readings. ,,',',.i,,
.t ,', '"

discussed previously that the difference between the ""' 
' 

,'

heat flows for the aluninun and stainless steel pieces was usually not

in the excess of 10 percent, and the average value of heat flows was

used in the calculations of thermal contact resistance. Therefore, the 
1.,,,i:_..1

fractional uncertainty in the radial heat flow, as the worst case I¡Ias

considered, was taken as + 5 percent of the mean value.

By taking into consideration of all these tncertainties in the

temperature measurements, the percentage error in the experimental valuet 
i:,.:,-,:::,:.
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of thermal contact resistance hras + 5.ZZ percent. Correction was applied

to the experimental data in the forn of error band, and it is shown in

Figs. 36 and 37.

6.2.2 Error Analysis of Theoretical Models

The following is an error analysis of the effects of the un-

certainty in temperature measurements and the uncertainty in contact
,

pressure on the theoretical predictions. The effect of the temperature

uncertainties on the theoretical predictions is'the same as discussed in

the previous subsection. The effect of contact pressure uncertainties

mainly arose from the uncertainty in the cold fit due to the uncertainties

in cylinder dimension measurements

the dimension measurements for the test cylinders, the

errors in measuring the interface radii is the nost 'important factor

that would cause uncertainty in contact pressure. Such errors in turn

caused some additional scatter in determining the theoretical results.

The percentage error in the interference on the basis of bventy measure-

ments qn each test piece r^ias taken as + 5 percent. The uncertainty in

contact pressure due'.to the uncertainties introduced in interference

èorresponded to'a peicentage error in the theoretícal results of + 1.54 percent

for test TCR-I and + 1.00 percent for test TCR-2.

Taking into account of the effects of temperature trncertainties

and contact pressure uncertainties an error band was applied to the

theoretical results for each analytical model. This is shown in Figs. 38

to 41. The average oercentaþe erroï based on the six tests of each of

the two specimens rvas: 5.ó8 percent for specimen TCR-I, and 6.02 percent 
:

for specimen TCR-2
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6.2.3 Errors in Roughness Measurements

A tracer-type grüef and Kjaer roughness meter type 6102 cotrpled

with a motor drive type 3910 for roughness meter r¡as used to assess the

roughness of each test surface. Information regarding the surface roughness

of each test piece is shovm in Table 3. The percentage difference of

surface roughness o (= was about 22 percent for specirnen

TCR-I and about 12 percent for specimen TCR-2. The error in the surface

roughness measurement was for¡rd only to be responsible for the calculation

of the interfacial fluid resistance and metal resistance term in the

nod.ified Ross and Stoute moclel. This is'easily shown by checking Eqs. (3)

and (5). As 4 rough approximation, the percentaþe difference in the

interfacial fluid resistance w¿s 20.0 percent for TCR-1 and I2.1 percent

for TCR-Z. The corresponding oercentaþe error in the theoretical values

of R- would be 9.96 percent and 7.85 percent for TCR-I and TCR-2 respectively.
c

For the percentage error in the metal resistance in the nodified Ross and
i

Stoute nodel was found to be negligible. Accordingly, the percentage error

in the theoretical results due to the temperature uncertainties, contact

þressure uncertainties and errors in roughness measurement was esti¡nated

to be 9.89 percent for TCR-I and 11.47 percent for TCR-Z.

6.2.4 Systematic and Random Errors

Systematic Errors

In the present experiment systematic errors in the calculated

thermal contact resistance would arise from an asstunption of constant

metal thermal conductivity and from the longitudinal heat loss.
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Throuqhout this study, the thermal conductivities of ahlnim¡n

and stainless steel were assr¡ned to be temperature independent. This was

not actually true since they vary with temperature. However, the error

introduced by assuming the thermal conductivity to be constant was in-

significant because its variation v¡ith temperature over the temperature

range t¡nder testing r^Ias very small

Temperature ,gradient along the length

rneasured for both specimens. This was probably

boundary condition at the outside surface of the

completely satisfied, and 2) natural convection

between the heater and the specimen." The v¡orst

1.6 rvhere the longitudinal temperature gradient

the radial temperaturê gradient. This, however,

in the results of thermal contact resistance.

Random Errors

of the specimen was

because 1) an isothermal

test specimen was not

took place in the enclosure

emor occured,lin the test
.t

was about 2.4 petcent of

caused a negligible error

t Other error contributions to the total inaccuracies of the results

are classified as random errors. ûne uossibility was the variation in the

degree of contact between thermocouple beads and. the botton of the well

which wóuld cause appreciable error while testing at a lorver tenperature

range. Another error can be attributed to the thermocouple contamination

and the perturbation of heat flow by the thermocor.rple and the will. Another

possibility is the eccentricity of the heating element, which, could cause

non-uniform heat transfer in the circtrnferential direction. Since no neasure-

ments were made to study these effects, their inagnitude rernains indeterminate.

6.3 Discussion

Fig. 36 gives the results of the experinent; thermal contact re-

sistance being plotted against the heat flux across the interface with

J i-,:

i:: :t:.:
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Surface roughness aS a parameter. It can be seen from the figure that

thermal contact resistance of a compound cylinder decreases with increasing

heat flow through the cylinder. As the heat flow increases, thermal strain

is set up at the interface, and this in turn causes an increase in contact 
:,,.;;.,,.,,,;,,,,,,,,,,;,

pressure. The result, therefore, is actuaLly the combined effect of the

heat flow and contàct pressure. Since there is no published ðata avallable

for comparing and verifing the erçerimental results, o,ne may ask: do the 
:,,,:,.,,,,,,,:,;..,,

results show the right trend? According to experimental studies by Thomas ii 
,":"'::"",t't"

and Probert (37) and Rapier et. aL (42), thermal resistance for direct 
i,,.';,;1,::,i',i;,.,
..... ; . l

contact was not noticeably dependent on heat f1ow. Tre effect of heat
:

flow on the thermal resistance of the interface meditrn, in the contact

temperature range covered- here, was weak. Applying this conclusion to

lur-.orra"ct resistance withthe present results,.a trend of decreasing thermal contact resistance with

increasing contact pressure can be drawn (Fig. 37). Thus, the experimental '

resu1tsexrribittrendsconsistentwiththe1iterature.Ïheeffectofthei

surfaee roughness is also presented in the diagram. Tfre influence is .

I

positive, i.e. thermal contact resistance increases as the surface roughness

i -".:: ' ''I-nCfgasgs :..::::,.:.::.

The results for tests TCR-Z.R. agree very well with that for ¡:-.::.: 1:,,' -- .-:.. -. .- . -

tests TCR-Z.X. The reproducibility and consistency are clearly shoum by

this diagram. No hysteresis effect was observed in the test range covered.

Comparisons of the present work with the analytiaal nodels discussed
. i.,, -..:.,-:

i,''::"i:':'.': :

in section 3.3 are rnade in Figs. 38 and 39. In these figures ermerimental ,i;¡:ir:-':''::::

values are shown in solid lines and analytical values in broken lines. One

can see that there are significant differences between the experimental ðata

and results of the analytical calculations. The slope of the experimental
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curves happens to be a little sharper than that of the analytical curyes.

These phenomena are not unreasonable if it is borne in nind that the con-

ventional analysis made no attempt to consider the geonetry effect of this
particular contact configuration.

In order to attain an eriplanation for the phenomena, 1et us con-

sider the thermal resistance of direct netal contact. In the conventional

test apparatus the mechanical loading system was set up in such a nanner

that it enabled free expansion of the test pieces in the lateral direction.

Thermal resistance of direct metal contact rvas found to be invariant with

heat f1tx. At moderate heat flow this might be possible because the thernal

strain at the interface could be too sma11 to change the contact surface

characteristics. If the heat fltx is extremely large, the effect will be

significant. Since thè thermal straín is compressive it is no doubt that

an additional thermal resistance will result. In the case of a cylindrical
interface of a compot¡rd cylinder, the amount of compressive thermal strain
atitheÌinterface will be nuch larger than that exhibited in the plane-

contact interface of the conventional nnodels under the same conditions of

heat flux and. contact pressure due to the conStrained interface boundary.

Its efféct, then, may not be insignificant. ' Id. will be more pronounced. in
the case rvhere an extremely large heat flux passes through the interface.

Consider a cylindrical interface of two contacting members as

shown in Fig. 42:, heat flows radially outwárd in the L - 2 direction. The

interface of region 1 will be at a higher temperature, and thus e>çands.

The contacting portion will squeeze the interface of region 2 causing a

large contact pressure and the void will be closed in upon the opposite

interface. As a result of this there will be an increase in contacting

i: :;..

ir.:
Ì -:ì i
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area anda decrease in gap size, and thus a decrease of thermal resistance

results. Consider another physical nodel as shown in Fig . 43, with the

discontinuity in the low conductivity material - stainless steel. If the

radial outward heat flolt¡ if fron T to 2, the portion of region l opposite :,,i,,,i,:, :

,:.,-,_,,:,:,i:

the discontinuity will be at a higher tenperature and expand into the dis-

continuity. This will reduce the gap size, and causes a decrease in thermal

resistance. Such geometric effects eould be significant because of the 
i,:,,,ì,,.r,ì:

large thennal strain built up at the cylindrical interface. Referring to ;',.'''t .

''
this experiment, the specimen TCR-I fits the former physical model and ,'' ,

specimen TCR-Z fits the latter. As for the thermal resistance of the ,'' 
'- '

interfacial mediun, the effect of therrnal strain due to tlre heat flux was

small, in particular, for the test r¿mge covered here. It can be seen 
,

that the discrepancy.between the experinental values and the analytical i

. results may be attributed to the different amount of geometric effect of i

i,

thermal strain.
:

,l-Fairagreementbetweenthetwoproposedmode1scanbeseenini
I

Fig. 39, but in Fig. 38 the agreement is poor. In the Shlykou and Ganín

nodel 4 constant spot radius of 30 u (1.18 x 10-5 in.) was asstnned; rvhilst 1.1".,r,
' '. t._:. 

.:

in the modified Ross 'and Stoute model the contact spot radius was replaced l,.ii.i:.i,.
:.. ....1:

with a firnction of surface roughness. If the surface roughness exceeds I

I4.L75 u in., the value of thermal contact resistance calculated by the

Ross and Stoute rnodel will always be larger than that determined by the 
r:.:;..,,:':,,,;

as the surface roughness increases ' 
i;'J'¡.'i;:i

Shlykov and Ganin model. They will diverge

The contact pressure can be calculated by Eq. 9. Diagrams of the

thermal contact resistance against contact pressure were plotted and are :

given in Fig. 40 arÅ 41..

l':: 
¡ t"::::i:l
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CONCLUSION AND RECCI\4MENDAT ION

7.I Conclusion

The present investigation has denonstrated the effects of contact

,pressure and surface rorrghness on the thermal contact resistance of a com-

por.rrd cylinder. lrlo published literature could be found on this specifíc ¡,;,.,,;,,;

type of structure. The effect of contact pressure is negative, i.e. contact

resistance decreases with increasing contact pressure, and the effect of

surface roughness is positive, ie. .contact r:esistance increases with surface i; ''r"""'

roughness 
'' "" ''

i, .,., ,., : ,.'

Experjment evidence indicates that the heat flux, which is r;sually

considered to have litt1e or no effect on the thermal contact resistance

for plane-contact surface models, plays an important role in determining

the thermal contact resistance of a conposite cylinder. It is suggested

that discrepancies be'tween the erçerimental values and the results of two

conventional plane-contact surface anaLytical models are attributed to the

geometric effect on the deforrnation at the interface caused by heat flux

inducdä therrnal strain. Tho physical models are postulated to explain this

effect.

The trends shown in Figs. 36 and 37 are reconcil-able with the

concept'that the contact pressure causes nicroscopic deformations of the

surface asperities which is further aggravated by the compressive thermal

strain. ït is also suggested that the plane-contact surface analytical

rnodels can be applied to contacts between concentric cylinders with a

sufficient degree'of accuracy provided that the effect of the thermal strain

is taken into consideration.

7.2 Reconrnendations

It must be enphasized that the present rvork is a preliminary

study on the thermal contact resistance of a conpound cylinder. Effects

-45-
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of many parameters such as the surface waviness, interfacial gas, oxidation

of contacting surfaces and so on have not been examined in this experiment.

Further work is necessary to assessthese aspects and obtain a better under-.

standing of the thermal contact resistance of a cylindrical-contact inter- '.," , ., : ,

face. 0f particular interest is the quantative evaluation which is of con-

sid.erable importance in the sense of engineering design; qualitatively the

trends of these effecls can be well d.escribed by the conventional plane i,,.,,',,,, ,

:ace analysis. 
: 

':' 
:''::'

contact surface analysis 
:.. :.:;..:

In view of this work a m¡nber of reconnnendations can be nade on i:,,.'',''"'..,1

the test apparatus, test specimen and possible further work on this particular 
.

contact configuration. Considering the test apparatus, it is reconrnended 
i

i

that the heating element be modified to provide larger heat flow to the 
i

specimen such that tests can be extended to much higher interface temperature

levels. The disadvantages of the present heating element are: 1) it could 
ì

l

not supply a Large heat flow at the temperature required because of the 
i

large 'radiative area ratio, and 2) heat leaked fron the free end of the

terminal even though an insulation iaclcet hras hrraped around the terminal.
.; .. .,..,

To ovefcome these, eithen.modification to the heater tertninals and the :':':'''.':':'':'

,,'.,,',,' ,.,' heater'l-tself or a nevl design of heater should be made. A thin-v¡alled ::.,::::,:'

type heating elenent which is nade of stainless steel shim of about 0.005 in.

in thickness would be considerably as a radiant heater for further work.

In addition, helitm gas with its higher thermal conductivity could also 
.:,;,¡.,:,..,;,.i

l. .- .- .i: _: .-

be introduced into the enclosure between the heater and the specimen to

irnprove the heat transfer conditions.

Asregardingtothetestspecimen,itissuggeStedthatitshou1d

be changed to a disc-like composite cylinder such that the thermocouple

f r...
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we1ls r^Jould be much easier to prepare and the thermocouple positions

would be more accurately controlled and lcnown. This is particularly

important since the accuracy of the determination of thermal contact

resistance depends heavily on how accurately thermocouple positions are ,, ,:,,r 
,1,

larown. However, if the same type of specimen is used, the spark erosion

machineishieh1yrecorrrnendedfordri11ingtheho1es,butaspecia1design

for the rnulti-element,tool holder nust be macle. 
-,,,.'.r,,,,

As the last reconunendation on this work, further study should : :.:: :':

: ..::,; : -lt:_.:i

be made on this particular contact geonetry. It was teal.ized that only . '''..''''";'

two specimens with different surface roughness were tested. Such a limited

ntrnberofobservationswas,ofcourSe'insufficienttoma]ceacomprehensive
I

study on the geometry effect of the cylindrical interface on the thermal 
:

contactresistance.Itissuggestedthatmorespecimensshou1c1betested

Testscou1da1sobedoneonbpecimenswithsma11erratioofradiusofcuruature

to interfacial gap. The najor uncertainty in determining the thermal contact
¡

resisdance by use of the anaLytical nodels is the value of contact pressure.

Present study calculated the contact pressure based on the theory of elasticity, i :.: : l' l:r::-:::.r.

but no'measurement was done to assure its value. Some further work in this l',::::::':',.:.'
-L - ' --iI L- 

-^-f^-^larea is required. FQr exan le, residual stress measurement could be performed .,,,,,','.

on the cylinder system to determine the actual value of initial contact

pressure introduced in the cold fit process, ffid strain-gauges could be

mounted on the outside surface of the specimen such that the interface 
,,.i.,,,,:.;.,

contact pressuïe could be assessed. ùre other task that should be under- 
'"r'".; ;

taken would be to conduct tests at constant heat flow but with varying

contact pressuïe by applying high gas pressure to the inside cylinder. In
:

this case, the present test apparatus should be rnodified to accomodate i. , : ,



varying gas pressure. Horvever, such effort may well be rvorthwhile

the better understanding the relationship between contact pressure

thermal contact resistance.

48.
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Appendix A Error Analysis of Experiment

Statistics is considered to be a powerful tool of analyzing the

errors in experimental results. In this experiment, because of insufficient

observations, the reliability of the results could not be assured by the

use of statistics, however, an error analysis based on a single-sample ex- 
il,.,:,,,,.,,,.,

periments suggested by Kline and l4cClintock [64] was used for the subsequent

analys].s

llsing their,terminologies and notations, the uncertainty in each 
;,,,,:.,.,
i,;,, ,t 

t,lt, 
,t.

variable was defined by the mean of the readings and an uncertainty interval """':..'

.:.:...-
based on specified odds. Therefore ,..,..i,,.,...

n r t¡, (b to 1) (Al)

where m = arithmatic nean of the observed values

trl = uncertainty intewal i

' b=odds
'

Theresir1tRwasdefinedasafunctionofnindependentvariab1es,Y1,v2l
'..... v,n
.: ft=OCVf,yZ,...,V_) (AZ)

The uricertainties in the variables V, are described by uncertainty intewals

o. based on certain odc1s. The uncertainty for the result, oR, rvhich gives
L'

the sane odds for each of the variàbles and for the' result is related to i,,..'.,',',,'
., . . , ..

the uncertaínty intervals for the variables by a second-power equation as ,r'.,.'.,.,.,..,

;: ; :1,.'.-,

follows:

,R = f ffl,rl' . ,#r, z)z *.... + CF,rr) 2lL/2 (Æ)

' :':'l::' 
': 

..i: 
:'

L'llt l':tt''t.'
For this error analysis, tvienty to one were taken for each of the variables. " '

Ivfethod

Thermal contact resistance is defined by Eq. 1 as follows:
AT

D-C
^c - fO/A?

i" ':; :: 

"- 54 - i:';:: :'ì'
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Since

it becomes

A" = 2n ^¡, 9.

2r ..¡ n9, AT^
n-LL
-ttca

Equation A4 was used to determine the tmcertainty interval for the thermal :'"'":'

contact resistance due to the variables, Lt \2, AT., and Q. That is:

(A4)

ðR 1 âR_ .' ãR^ 
" 

âR^ 1,R^=t(#,n',)z+c#'',),-.}o,.,o,.),-.#,,),]'/,(A5)
ctZ¿c

To simplify Eq. (45),.differentiation was performed and Eq. (45) was

divided by Eq. (44) to yield:

Sanple Calculation

The following calculation rvas performed for test 1.1, from v¡hich
i

the worst error in therrnal contact resistance occured. The test had the 
i

:

follorçing mean values and r.mcertainty intewals: l

' e. = 5.680 + 0.005 (inches)

y. = 1.1645 + 0.001 (inches). '¿.
AT^ .= 0.3595 + 0.005 (op)

c

Q = 0.1472 + 0.0074 (Btu/sec)
',.iÌ+

Substituting the above values into Eq. A,6, the percentage uncertainty

in thermal contact resistance hras: ::::.::.
!:.: ì:r': :.:: r

ûJ':
R 1,^
='t = t(7.7\ * 10-7) * (7.s7 x ro-71 + (1.93 x ro-4) + (2.5s x 10-3)lL/2
R^ L\r.rJ ^ 

¡v ) \r.J/ ^ 
rv ) \r.JJ ^ 

Iv )J
c

= + 5,22%

i':-..ìr-r,i : : :::

t::.....:'.



APPEI{DIX B

DERIVATION OF PRE-MNIACT PRESSTJRE Æ\TD TTIER¡{AL CONIACT PRESSIJRE

B(1) Pre-contact Pressure

In order to study the pre-contact pressure of a shunk fit con-

posite cylinder, let us consider two cylinders, 1 and 2 (see Fig. 43).

The radial displacement of a thick wall cyliÍrder subjected to external

and internal trressures is given as (a6):

'?. ?. 2 7.

u=l-v.Poro--Ptrt-.r+1."_ (pÕ_pi) fi t (Br)
E 2 2 E t r-ï. rr -r. o 1o1

If, in Eq. (Bl), Pi = Pr. 10, Po - 0, To = r, and Tr= T2t the deformation

0.2) at the inside of cylinder 2 (for r=r2) will be:

P r^ ,-2 * ,^2sc ¿' ¡5 ' *u.) (Bz)ücz= 
" 

l:z -2*'z''z 's -rz
If, in Eq. (81), Pi = 0, Po = Pr. I 0, ro = r, and ri = ti, the defornation

(U.1) at the outside of cylinder 1 (for r=r2) will be:

.: -Pratz -r'rt*'L -.\
i: ucl = -r: ¿ - ut) (83)

- I11 "2 -T1

For the case of two cylinders shnmk together, the interference

of rnetâl is 6 = 2 (lu.f l * lu.rl). ïren fron (B2) and (83) one obtains 
l

I

i

P r^ ,-2*r^2 z 2

sc ¿. rt-s'*tz r-.\ -tsct'z. r'z -r'1 
-..\ -ô----- isî 

- tf 
* uz) * 

ot: t, 
(trz* 

trz 
- ur) = ÌEz ti-rz ' El tz" -rL' - 2

from which

ô

zP=sc 
,"[a ü: r'L: - v1) * ] (.: *'r:
'z h: (ffi - ur) . j r1;1r * u2)lF\22'TJ

"1 t2 -11 - E2 T3--12
-56-

(84)

i'::ì!:ir:.ì.:ri

ì'..::_..1.
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B(2) Thernal Contact Pressure

Considering a long hollow cylinder subjected to a radial temperature

distribution, the differential equatior¡'of displacement for a plane-strain

case is:

d "1 dfru]" l+v dT
,- L---l = 

-= 
-dr rdr l-v dr

The general solution 1s:

T
u(r) = t*u o -r* T(r) rdr +

l-v r tl

Fron the strain-displacement equations and

stresses are given as:

.BAr+-
r

the Hookers

(Bs)

(86)

law the thermal

aE 1o='rr l-v , 
z

qE I
i.orr=r- a'I

r
' I T(r)dr

t1

T(r)rdr

E,A B+ - ( -' -l
l+v I-Zv r'

aETlrl E . A
t-

l-v l+v T-?v

Ê."1 ,A+-
1+v- L-2v-II

* B-.z)

r
,2

t1
(87)

o=-
.zz

where A and B

ditions.

aET(r) * 2vEA
l-v (1+v) (1-2v)

are arbitrary constants determined by the bor¡ndary con-

Now, in determining the thermal stresses of a composite cylinder,

the problem is then defined by the following:

1*u1 . o1 T
u1 = 

^''1 ' 
*t 

' ,- T. (r)rdr * Ar' * I
r- 1-v- T tl t 

T1-u1 
-tolEl 

1 B.
2)r

orr. = - 

=' 
+ . trl tr(r)rdrrr1 1-u1 T- 1



olEr 1 -ro00. i rî-rr(r)rdr-atEtrt(r).-L(=*lù(Bs)
"1 l-ul T" '1 ' 1-u1 1*u1 L-Zv, To

(< = _ 
otEtTt (t) * ' 

u, u, o
z'L 1-u1 (l+vr) (1-2vr)

in cylinder 1,

and

o =0 att=r-
,ttl1
' o =o atT=T^. rr1 ttz ¿

tl =uZ atT=Tz

o -0 atr=r-
"z5

58.

in cylinder 2.

(810)

arErT2G) ZvrBrD
-=
"2 l-uz (1+v2) (L-2v2)

.:

rl

The borndary conditions are given as:

.i

i-i:.::..:'.-



Defining for convenience,

ê=
5

Ez

r-uz

þ
r*uz

59.

(811)

(812)

E.Ie-l- I-v-I

E.
ê-7. 1+v1

Le_=-5 r-zr-t

1e_ =-o L-zr,

"4

T) Tz
ht = rrirr(r)rdr h, = tr) rr(r)r dr

Fron the boundary conditions, the atbittary constants, A, B, D and F

are determined by: ê,

o _ 
(g-1) er"tht + (g--:"J eoorh,

ur[trz(ges*l) * u3tL?(r-e) ]

B="3tr'O

7.,- erer(rr'-rr')A * ulolhl + e'arh,

.2 2,
u5u6 tt3 -r 2 )

- eoarh,

es

_ "r{rrz 
* e6 rsz)

.L¿ere.(r=- - ,Z-)

D-

F-
ur,.r'rz D

where
l::'

oÞ
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Hence the deformation and the thermal stresses of a conposite

cylinder can be conpletely defined by Eqs. (88) , (89) , (811) and (812) .

The thermal contact pressure is equal to the radial stress

ccrnponent at the contacting interface, .ild it can be either obtained

frorn Eqs. (88) or Eq.. (89) by putting r = rZ.

Letting:

P =Õ fr=r^l=o (r=-rr)c trl ' ¿' ,r2

it yields

P=c

p=
c

2rz

(813)

(814)

or
'))
L .L\-tz)

2rz

ereru(r rz - rr') - "tolhl

u4o.h' - ere.D(r,

r.':.: :r: - ::: ::



TABLE 1

Mechanical and Physical Properties of 2011-T351 AlcLad

Mechanical Pro¡erties

Llltimate Yield Modulus of

Strength Strength Elasticity
Ksi Ksi 10ó psi

Microhardness

Ksi

L0.3

Physical. Properties

-

Themal Coefficient
þsitv Melting Range 

conducriviry "f*"Tlm"
lblins F Btu/hr-ft-F /F 10-6

13550 43

q.102 995 - 1193 89:51

')

t2.67

-61 -



TABLE 2

Mechanical and'Physica| Properties of 304 Stainless Steel

Mechanical Properties

Ultimate

Strength
Ksi

Yield

Strength
Ksi

Modulus of

Elasticity
Microhardness

Ksi

75 - 100 30 -60

1-06 osi

Thermal

Conductivity
Btu/hr-ft- F

350

Coefficient
,of . ,Linear

Fxpansion

/ F Lo-6

29

Physical Properties

Eensity Melting Range

lb/in3

. 0.28 2550 - 2590 9.42 9.6

rl-62
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o\
(J¡

I

Test

TABI.E 3-

Test Schedu,tre and Description of Specirnen

TCR-1

ï. D.

iJt.

2011-T351 ALclad

TCR-2

0n Do

in"

0.875

TtR - 2.)G.

0.875

2.32e:.33å

Surface
Roughness

microin" rms

Sane test specinen as TCR - 2.

" "?o+'001""'"-.000

120 - 190

I. D.

i¡t.

304 Stainless Steel

,..l',t,.:;

30-37

2.329

0. D.

in.

2.329

Surface

Roughness
nicroin. rms

2.855

2.8s2

Interfacial

50-65

Gas

50-65

Air

Air



Q/n^
gtu/sec-L 2-or

x 103

I

o\Þ
t

TABLE 4

TeSt Results

1.6

kair
tu/hr-in-oF

-l

0.0146

".-l'-orrr..,

0.0149

101. 86

R.

. Ross G Stoute

.., ji,:.)

,:: r1'

0 .0159 i ZO. O0

c-in2-oFlBtu

11ó. 90

0.0153

Rc
Shlykov G Ganin

sec-in2-oF/Btu

170 .4s

152.65

L47.sl

131 .88

138.95

LZT.T3

rt}.72

L03.L2



Test

No.

a/^^
ntu/sec-iI2-op

x 103

f

o\(Jl

I

2.7

2.2

8.2

2.3

Pc

psi

10.45

?,.4

aT.
g-
t

TA3LE 4

(continued)

Test Results

3300

13.20

2.5

Tc
oF

0.59

3500

15 .54

2.6

k.
ALT

Btu/hr-ft-oF

3800

0 .68

76.r0

L7 .37

-2

0.82

4000

8L.72

19.41

0 .0149

Rc

sec-inZ-oF/Btu

0.90

4200

89.95

0.01s0

4400

0.97

97 .0r

0.0152

102 .18

1 .00

7?,.00

Rc
M. Ross 6 Stoute

sec-inZ-oF/Btu

0.0153

108.28

65.41

: :,'

0.0154

62.r4

82.95

Rc
Shlykov Ê Ganin

sec-in2-oF/Btu

57 .70

80. 76

55 .58

''77 .84

51.40

8L.62

75. ss

73.9r

79.43

76. s0

72.r4

74.2r

75.57

70. 80



Test

No.

a/A-
cL

Btu/sec-inZ-oF

x 1o3

2 .1R

I

o\
o\

I

2.?\

11. 75

z.3R

Pc

psi

L4.04

TABLE 4

,., .(continued)

Test Results

2.4R

otç
oF

3600

16. 61

2.5R

Tc

oF

3800

0.74

3

18.00

2.6R

Tm. - 2.ÏR

k.
ALT

Btu/hr-ft-oF

85.84

4100

0. 83

19.05

4200

0.94

20.08

91.39

0.0151

4300

100.01

0.97

R.

sec-inZ-oF/Btu

0 .0152

t02.63

4s00

0 .99

ìì:.::¡::

rl;:i,:l
. :'!l

0.0154

R
c

M. Ross Ë Stoute

s"c-inZ--oF/Btu

1.03

104 .85

63.32

0 .0155

lLL.74

59.22
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Description of Designed. Parts

NO. Description

. I Aluminum test cYlinder
.. 2 St,ainless steel test cylinder

3 Heating element
4r 5 Powerterminal
6 Steel shell
I 'g BasePlate
I0 , 15 Asbestos flange
11 , L4 St,eel flange
12 Teflon guard ring
16 Teflon seal
L7 o-ring
25 Insulat.ion

, 26 Conax seal
t 27 . centering bustring

28 CIose-uP water jacket

l :.!-::r:r:iì
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Fiq. 25 Multi-element Tool Hold.er
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Fig. 3I DANA Digit,al Multimeter
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Fig. 32 Arrangement of Test Equipment'
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